April 3, 2013
Dear Members of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence,
We write to urge you to open the markup of the Cyber Intelligence Sharing and Protection Act
(CISPA), HR 624, scheduled for the week of April 8th.
The public has a right to know how Congress is conducting the people’s business, particularly
when such important wide-ranging policies are at stake. There have been many public calls by
Members of Congress and administration officials about the importance of adopting cybersecurity
legislation. Yet, many of our organizations have raised serious concerns about the threats to
privacy and civil liberties and to the public’s right to know posed by CISPA, and the need for
fundamental changes to this bill to protect those rights. Although the base bill, HR 624, has been
made public, it is also critical that the public be aware of any amendments under consideration,
and the debate over such amendments.
It’s time to bring this process into the light of day.
All congressional committee hearings and votes should be conducted in accordance with our
country’s highest principles of transparency and openness and made accessible to the public.
Certainly, there are special exceptions when a committee can and should move to closed session
to consider properly classified information, but this step should be taken only in specific instances
where needed. The general rule should be open government.
As you know, it is the practice of most other committees not only to open their markups, but also
to webcast them and share the text of the legislation in advance of voting. Closure of the entire
markup is unwarranted.
We hope that you will apply these principles for more openness and democracy to the markup of
CISPA. We urge all committee members to support an open markup and to post the amendments
to be considered online in advance of voting.
Sincerely,
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